Volume 85: Assisted Death: Legal, Social and Ethical Issues After Carter

This special issue of the Supreme Court Law Review is edited by Derek Ross, a former student, and features articles by two Faculty members and another former student:


David Baker, & Geoff Cross, “Establishing the Right to Palliative Care in Canada” (2018) 85 SCLR (2d) 295.


Please see the Table of Contents. For the full text of any articles in this issue, please send a request to law.infoexpress@utoronto.ca.

New Subscription:
Annals of Corporate Governance (ACG) bring together scholars from various disciplines and provide high-quality survey and tutorial monographs of the field encouraging conversations within and between disciplines. Each issue of ACG comprises a monograph written by research leaders in the field. Monographs that give tutorial coverage of subjects, research retrospectives as well as survey papers that offer state-of-the-art reviews fall within the scope of the journal, as does advanced theory and debates.

Recently Feature Article:
New films are now available to view via Kanopy Films. Access them at: http://utoronto.kanopy.com/. Films that are available have been requested by instructors for use in specific courses, although they are available for streaming to anyone with a utorid. Individual titles have been licensed for a one-year term.

New Canadian Law Journal Tables of Content:

Journal of Environmental Law and Practice, vol 31(2) (April 2018)

Bora Laskin Staff Retreat

On June 14, the Library team met for our annual staff retreat to reflect on the past year’s initiatives and achievements, and to do some planning and Blue Sky Thinking for the future.

Starting on July 1, 2018, John Bolan will begin a six-month assignment as Acting Chief Law Librarian at the Bora Laskin Law Library while Gian Medves is on research leave.

Check out the Journal of Law, Finance, and Accounting and let us know what you think. Trial period ends on July 10.

The University is offering an in-house session for faculty, assistants and RAs on June 29th at 10 am-12 pm in J225. Blackboard will be inaccessible after August 31, 2018.

InfoEXPRESS Extra is a monthly newsletter created to provide our Faculty with information about library news & services, resources, new acquisitions and more. If you have any questions, comments, or requests, please send them to law.infoexpress@utoronto.ca.